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Hopes on Hydrogen:
No Quick Fixes
Hydrogen-based energy systems have impressive advantages, which
fit well into public concerns about CO2 emissions and climate
change. As a fuel hydrogen is clean and efficient, and it is perceived
as green and renewable. The focus is on the harmless steam out the
exhaust pipe, overlooking the fact that hydrogen is not a primary
energy source, but must be manufactured.
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The production and transport of hydrogen are not particularly advantageous.
Production from fossil fuels can cause even more CO2 emissions than direct
use of these resources, depending upon the process chosen. Production
from renewable sun and wind power is possible, and their intermittency is
mitigated by the ability to store the hydrogen. These renewable energy
sources are currently relatively expensive, and good potential locations are
limited. Nuclear and hydropower can produce CO2-free hydrogen at some
premium over the least expensive methods, but their cost is moderate compared to other CO2 free alternatives. A large future demand though will require the construction of new nuclear plants – provided that the public
agrees to this. To really see whether current and future hydrogen technologies have a chance to replace fossil energy carriers, the entire hydrogen
material chain must be examined.
It already seems clear that the 'greener' a hydrogen system we demand, the
more expensive it will be. The grand vision of using hydrogen to meet all our
energy needs must be tempered by the sheer scale and variety of our energy
demands, and the time and cost necessar y to build a hydrogen infrastructure. The challenge is to find hydrogen's best applications, so that it can
build on its own successes to penetrate the energy market. This EnergieSpiegel outlines key issues that should form a basis for rational debate of
the questions related to hydrogen-based energy systems.

PRODUCTION

Many Sources …
Hydrogen cannot be extracted
like primary fossil resources,
or harvested like biomass, but
must be transformed from another
fuel or made by electrolysis from
water. It is an energy carrier,
rather than a primary energy
source. The efficiency, costs and
environmental effects of its
production are therefore decisive
if hydrogen is to fulfill its promise
as the fuel of the future.
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Hydrogen can be made from a wide array of primary energy sources, using a
variety of processes. Figure 1 shows
some of the possible pathways. First,
hydrogen can be made directly from
fossil fuels and biomass, using chemical
processes. Today we already use 1.5%
of global primary energy for hydrogen
production in the chemical industry.
Hydropower, wind and geothermal energy require first generating electricity
to split water into hydrogen and oxygen
by electrolysis. Solar and nuclear energy can be used to produce hydrogen
both by electrolysis and directly by
chemical cycles. Most hydrogen is today
produced by transforming natural gas
using steam. This is also the cheapest
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Figure 1: Possible Hydrogen Sources

current method, costing about 4.5 Rp
per kWhth of energy content. Electrolysis using the average EU electricity mix
would cost about 18 Rp. per kWhth
(Gasoline costs about 2 to 3 Rp. per
kWhth at the refinery without tax).
Figure 2 shows the component costs
for different production methods, including compression or liquefaction,
2
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Figure 2: Costs and CO2-Emissions from Hydrogen by Energy Source
(Wietschel und Hasenauer, 2004; Extended by PSI, 2004)

storage, transport and possible longterm carbon storage (sequestration).
Hydrogen has an implicit CO2 content, according to how it is made, which
must be considered if our goal is to reduce greenhouse gas emisions like CO2.
Making hydrogen from fossil sources
necessarily releases CO2 unless it is sep-

produce hydrogen and electricity together; uranium is CO2-free and relatively abundant. But this would require
a fundamental change in the public's
position on nuclear energy. A high temperature reactor of 2.4 GWth (somewhat
smaller than the Swiss plant at Leibstadt) could produce about 246 000
tonnes of hydrogen per year. This would
be enough to drive about 1.23 million
The greener the hydrogen, fuel cell vehicles of the HY-LIGHT type
insert page), equal to about a third
the more expensive it is likely (see
of the Swiss car fleet, around 15 000 km
to be
each per year.
In the end, the choice of how hydrogen should be produced is decisive. Unarated and stored. But over the long fortunately, the greener the hydrogen,
term, even a small percentage loss from the more expensive it is likely to be.
such a depository could approach the
annual amount stored. Natural gas has
the advantage of being the fossil reEnergy Losses in Transportation
source that produces the cheapest hydrogen with the lowest CO2 emissions.
Hydrogen must be compressed for
Hydrogen from biomass is practically
its transport by truck or pipeline, or liqueCO2-free, because the CO2 was first abfied for tankships – which costs energy.
sorbed from the atmosphere during
Such losses are made worse by hydrogrowth, but biomass cannot cover the
gen's low energy density (by volume).
expected hydrogen demand and may be
The actual hydrogen delivered by a heavy
more sensibly used as a sustainable subtruck of pressure tanks or by pipeline is
stitute for oil and gas, e.g. for chemical
relatively low in weight and energy
feedstocks, lubricants or in other specontent. Over long distances the cost of
cialty areas.
such energy losses can tip the balance
CO2-free primary energy (excluding
against some hydrogen technologies.
existing hydropower and nuclear enerDecentralized production at the point of
gy) is both expensive and limited. High
use can make more sense.
temperature nuclear reactors could

700

CONSUMPTION

… and still more Applications
Hydrogen is attractive as a fuel: pure water vapor as exhaust, no direct
CO2 emissions and high efficiency. For vehicles, these advantages are calculated in "tank to wheel" measures of cost and energy use. But "well to
wheel" measures that capture all the effects from production, transport and
use – that is to say, the entire life cycle – allow a better and more
objective comparison between the different hydrogen technologies, and
with other fuels.

Oil

EnergyRequired
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Hydrogen's low energy density can be a
problem for vehicles – a tank large
enough to give the driving range of gasoline can rob valuable passenger or cargo
space. Current hydrogen cars typically
make compromises that lead to driving
ranges of around 200 km. New, lighter
and more efficient cars can reach
400 km. The question remains, whether
the cost for a longer driving range will
soon fall below that for a second vehicle
that is today necessary for long trips.
In the current market, vehicle fleets
(buses, small trucks) appear to be a
good initial niche market. In the longer
run, cars that minimize energy demand
and maximize energy efficiency will
achieve longer driving ranges with current tank sizes.
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cations can be a better strategy for emissions reductions than making the same
substitution in large, central installations.
Burning hydrogen is not an either/
or proposition. Synthetic gases from
many sources contain significant
amounts of hydrogen. Hydrogen can
also be added to natural gas in varying
ratios. This means that as natural gas
becomes more expensive, hydrogen can
be added as an increasing component,
leading gradually to a "hydrogen/electric" economy without the need for new
pipelines.

How far can you drive?

Used in the right places, hydrogen can
make up its disadvantages in production
and distribution. Fuel cells are already
attractive today as portable sources of
electricity, e.g for laptop computers and
cell phones. Distributed generation is
currently the application closest to economic competitiveness. The most urgent application for environmentally
friendly hydrogen is in the transportation sector. But broadspread use will still
require some time.

(gCO 2-equiv/km)

Electricity to hydrogen
and back again is inefficient

Hydrogen has a very versatile potential, but it is no panacea and will not
solve our energy problems alone. Many
prospective paths to a sustainable energy system of supply and consumption
should be pursued.

Internal combustion motors are inefficient over a wide part of their power
range. In comparison, fuel cells are significantly more efficient over a much
broader power range. A hydrogen combustion motor has an efficiency of up to
25% for the standard European driving
cycle, versus an efficiency of up to 37%
for a fuel cell hybrid drivetrain, and a
16% to 20% efficiency for current motors. In comparison to current hybrid
vehicles, that combine conventional fuels with electric motors, the advantages
of hydrogen become significantly smaller. Producing hydrogen onboard the
vehicle can extend the driving range,
but it is complex, expensive and decreases the responsiveness of the automobile.

GreenhouseGases

Stationary Applications
The biggest use of fuels is in the stationary production of heat and electricity.
Converting electricity to hydrogen and
back again is inefficient, so it is more effective to use electricity directly and to
use hydrogen (at least from electrolysis)
for engines or heat. Burning hydrogen
made from natural gas can also be inefficient compared to direct combustion
of the gas.
Hydrogen's high flame speed and
low density require a larger burner and
a different fuel-air mix, but nitrous oxide emissions can be very low. Hydrogen burns well in highly efficient gas
turbines. It is also efficient for distributed generation (e.g. in internal combustion motors or fuel cells). The 'waste'
heat from distributed cogeneration can
be useful as well for space heating in
buildings. For direct space heating,
however, heat pumps are usually the
better solution. Using hydrogen instead
of fossil fuels in small distributed appli-
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Mobile Applications
Using hydrogen in vehicles is desirable
Internal Combustion Motor
in view of air pollution and sustainabilGH2: GaseousHydrogen
Fuel Cell
LH2: LiquidHydrogen
ity for the future. But hydrogen must
compete, first with oil and then with
natural gas and other synthetic fuels on Figure 3: Energy Use und Greenhouse Gas Emissions (Well-to-Wheel) from Autos by
the market.
Primar y Energy Source
(GM European Well-to-Wheel Study, 2002; Extended by PSI, 2004)
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INTERVIEW

Building Up Step by Step
Are hydrogen applications generally
affordable?
Dietrich: In the end, the consumer is
interested in the cost per kilometer.
When a fuel cell vehicle is twice as energy efficient, then hydrogen costs that
are double per unit of energy will result
in the same end cost.
Cavedon: The introduction of a CO2 tax
to include the external costs calculated
would also make hydrogen more competitive to fossil and CO2-emitting energy carriers.
When will the hydrogen market reach
maturity?
Dietrich: Different applications face
very different challenges. In the area of
space travel, fuel cells are already standard technology. Portable applications
will first be introduced where electricity
is expensive or unavailable, for example
for camping or remote building sites.
For transportation, technology costs are
currently the barrier. Further developments make introduction in the next 10
to 20 years appear possible.
Cavedon: That also seems realistic to
me for small, mobile units of 100 W to
10 kW power, and 10 to 100 hours of
autonomous service. A technological
breakthrough is needed to drastically
reduce costs. A Swiss fleet of hydrogen
autos will have to wait until cost-efficient mass production is possible.

Dr. Philipp Dietrich
studied mechanical
engineering at the
ETH Zürich. He is a
member of the staff
of the PSI Board
of Directors, head
of the Technology
Transfer Office and leads the development of fuel cell systems for the MichelinPSI HY-LIGHT auto.

Dr. Jean-Marc
Cavedon is a nuclear
physicist, engineer,
member of the PSI
Board of Directors
and head of the Nuclear Energy and Safety
Research Department. He specializes in the area of basic
research of nuclear fuel cycles.

sources into hydrogen, in storage concepts to store hydrogen more efficiently,
and in materials and processes that will
permit the electrochemical conversion
from hydrogen at higher energy densities and lower costs.
Cavedon: It is decisive that hydrogen
can be efficiently and economically produced in large plants. Here the high
temperature nuclear reactors, like those
planned in the Generation-IV initiative,
show a double potential. Hydrogen can
be directly produced by reactor heat using a chemical process, or by electrolysis
Hydrogen is not more
using nuclear-generated electricity. The
designers of such plants know that nudangerous than gasoline
clear energy must show itself to be sustainable, if the public is to be convinced.
Therefore, we are making contributions
to the development of reactors that in
What research is still needed?
30 years can be cleaner, more conservWhat would be the most important
breakthrough?
ing of resources, and economic to build
Dietrich: In the area of materials, where and operate.
How will we achieve the necessary
infrastructure?
higher conversion efficiencies allow
Dietrich: That goes step by step. There the transformation of renewable energy
must first be a minimal supply infrastructure, followed by geographic corridors and then larger areas. The process
would be analogous to the coverage of
Switzerland with natural gas refueling
Impressum
stations.
Cavedon: The giant investment needed
Layout: Monika Schlapbach
Energie-Spiegel, or Mirror On Energy, is
for building production and distribution
the newsletter of PSI for the comprehenEnergy Systems Analysis at PSI: The goal
plants, suitable pipelines, tanks, ships
sive analysis of energy systems (Projekt
of energy systems analysis at the Paul
GaBE). It appears ever y four months.
and trucks will determine the pace of
Scherrer Institute in Villigen is to analyze
Contributors to this issue include Warren
development.
present and future energy systems in a
Is hydrogen dangerous?
Dietrich: Hydrogen is very light and
volatile. It demands a different safety
culture, but it is not more dangerous
than gasoline. For example, it radiates
heat much less, so objects can be closer
to a flame without burning. One disadvantage is the wider range of explosive
concentrations for hydrogen in air.
What are the roles of renewable and nuclear energy in hydrogen production?
Cavedon: Renewable energy sources
are more suited for decentralized pro4
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duction. Cost-effective mass production
of hydrogen can only be achieved with
large scale, CO2-free heat sources, i.e.
with nuclear energy, or with electricity
from nuclear or hydro power. The capital costs will weigh heavily in these
cases.
Dietrich: Every method of producing
hydrogen that is low in greenhouse gases and economic will have a chance in
the future.
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comprehensive and detailed way, considering in particular health, environmental
and economic criteria. On the basis of Life
Cycle Assessment (LCA), energy-economic
models, risk analysis, pollution transport
models and finally multi-criteria decision
analysis, it is possible to compare different
energy scenarios to create a basis for
political decision-making.
GaBE works together with:
ETH Zürich; EPF Lausanne; EMPA; Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT);
University of Tokyo; European Union (EU);
International Energy Agency (IEA);
Organisation für Economic Cooperaton
and Development (OECD); United Nations
Organization (UNO)

